The graph edit distance, a well-known metric for determining the similarity between two graphs, is commonly used for analyzing large sets of structured data, such as those used in chemoinformatics, document analysis, and malware detection. As computing the exact graph edit distance is computationally expensive, and may be intractable for large-scale datasets, various approximation techniques have been developed. In this paper, we present a method based on graph relabeling that is both faster and more accurate than the conventional approach. We use unfolded subtrees to denote the potential relabeling of local structures around a given vertex. These subtree representations are concatenated as a vector, and the distance between different vectors is used to characterize the distance between the corresponding graphs. This avoids the need for multiple calculations of the exact graph edit distance between local structures. Simulation experiments on two real-world chemical datasets are reported. Compared with the conventional technique, the proposed method gives a more accurate approximation of the graph edit distance and is significantly faster on both datasets. This suggests the proposed method could be applicable in the analysis of larger and more complex graph-like datasets.
INTRODUCTION
Graphs are one of the most natural means of representing structured data. For instance, a chemical compound can be represented as a graph in which each vertex corresponds to an atom, each edge corresponds to a bond between two atoms, and the label of each vertex corresponds to the atom type. With recent improvements in system throughput, the need to analyze large numbers of graphs has arisen, and the topic of graph mining has received considerable interest because the knowledge present in structured data can be applied to various real-world datasets. For example, in cheminformatics, certain properties of chemical compounds (e.g., mutagenicity or toxicity) can be identified by analyzing their structural information, and in bioinformatics, the prediction of proteinprotein interactions is beneficial for drug discovery.
When analyzing datasets of graphs, one of the most critical measures is the dissimilarity (or similarity) among the graphs. A representative measure of the dissimilarity is the graph edit distance. The graph edit distance d(g 1 , g 2 ) between graphs g 1 and g 2 is defined as the minimum length of the sequence of edit operations needed to transform g 1 into g 2 , where one edit operation includes the insertion, deletion, or the substitution of a vertex and edge in the graphs. The method based on the A algorithm is a well-known technique for computing the exact graph edit distance (Hart et al., 1968) . However, this method cannot be applied to large graphs, because the problem of obtaining the exact graph edit distance between two graphs is known to be NP-complete.
To overcome this difficulty, a method that uses the minimum matching problem of a complete bipartite graph (V 1 ,V 2 , E, w) has been proposed to compute the approximate graph edit distance between the graphs (Riesen, 2015) . In a bipartite graph, V 1 and V 2 correspond to the vertices of g 1 and g 2 , respectively, and w is a function assigning values of the dissimilarities between local structures around the vertices to edges in the bipartite. Given the complete bipartite graph, the matching problem returns a mapping from the vertices in g 1 to vertices in g 2 that is solvable in O(b 3 ), where b = max{|V 1 |, |V 2 |}. Computing the approximate graph edit distance using this method is computationally simpler than computing the exact graph edit distance. In this method, the local structures are important in obtaining as accurate an approximate distance as possible. The local structure around each vertex v is represented by star structures (Zeng et al., 2009) , random walks from v (Gaüzère et al., 2014) , and subgraphs induced by vertices reachable within h steps from v, called limited-size subgraphs (Carletti et al., 2015) . If complex and/or large structures such as limited-size subgraphs are used as local structures, the computation time required to assign values to edges in the bipartite graph can be significant. In contrast, if simple structures such as stars or walks are used, the accuracy of the approximated graph edit distance decreases. A recently proposed method (Carletti et al., 2015) measures the dissimilarity between local structures around v 1 in g 1 and v 2 in g 2 with small limitedsize subgraphs. The dissimilarity in this approach is the exact graph edit distance. Thus, although this method gives a relatively accurate approximate graph edit distance between g 1 and g 2 , it requires considerable computation time to measure multiple exact graph edit distances for the small subgraphs.
In this paper, we tackle the problem of measuring the approximate graph edit distance between graphs and propose an accurate and fast method. In the proposed method, each of the complex local structures is represented by a vector, which enables this method to be applied to complex and large local structures and ensures fast computation. The proposed method requires O(b 2 h(|Σ| + b) time to compute the approximate graph edit distance, where Σ is the set of vertex labels in the graphs. In addition, the method requires
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 formalizes the problem of measuring the graph edit distance and explains the existing method based on the minimum matching problem of a complete bipartite graph. In Section 3, we propose an accurate and fast method for measuring the graph edit distance by representing local structures as vectors. In Section 4, we verify the computational efficiency of the proposed method and compare it with the conventional method in terms of accuracy using real-world datasets. Finally, we conclude the paper in Section 5.
PRELIMINARIES
This paper tackles the problem of computing the approximate graph edit distance between graphs. First, we define the terminology used to solve the problem. An undirected graph is represented as g = (V, E, Σ, ), where V is a set of vertices, E ⊆ V × V is a set of edges, Σ = {σ 1 , σ 2 , · · · , σ Σ } is a set of vertex labels, and : V → Σ is a function that assigns a label to each vertex in the graph. Additionally, the set of vertices in graph g is represented as V (g). Although we as- sume that only the vertices in the graphs have labels, the methods in this paper can be applied to graphs where both the vertices and edges have labels (Hido and Kashima, 2009 ). The vertices adjacent to vertex v are represented as N(v) = {u | (v, u) ∈ E}. The average number of adjacent vertices is represented as d. A sequence of vertices from v to u is called a path, and its step refers to the number of edges on that path. A path is said to be simple if and only if it does not have repeating vertices. The paths discussed in this paper are not always simple.
The graph edit distance is one of the most representative metrics to measure the dissimilarity between graphs. The graph edit distance d(g 1 , g 2 ) between graphs g 1 and g 2 is defined as the minimum length of the sequence of edit operations needed to transform g 1 into g 2 , where one edit operation includes the insertion or deletion of a vertex/edge and the substitution of a vertex label. Although the edit distance was originally proposed for measuring the dissimilarity between two strings, the metric was extended to graphs by introducing graph edit operations. Figure 1 shows a certain sequence of edit operations that consists of one deletion of vertex (e 2 ), one insertion of edge (e 4 ), one deletion of edge (e 1 ), and two substitutions of labels (e 3 , e 5 ). Computing the edit distance between g 1 and g 2 is equivalent to searching for the minimum length of the sequence of edit operations needed to transform g 1 into g 2 . The method based on the A algorithm is a well-known technique for computing the exact graph edit distance (Hart et al., 1968) . However, this method cannot be applied to large graphs, because the problem of obtaining the exact graph edit distance between two graphs is known to be NP-complete. To address this drawback, various methods for computing the approximate graph edit distance have been proposed.
The graph edit distance is an important measure for analyzing graphs, and is applicable to a wide range of practical applications such as fingerprint authentication (Choi and Kim, 2010) , malware detection (Kinable and Kostakis, 2011) , chemoinformatics (Kashima et al., 2003) , bioinformatics, and doc-ument analysis (Wang et al., 2014) . We explain three typical fundamental problems that use the analysis of graphs. First, given a set of graphs, we can apply methods for clustering the graphs to detect some latent groups within them (Robles-Kelly and Hancock, 2003) . Second, given a set of graphs and a query graph g q , we can apply a similarity search to the graphs (Yan et al., 2005) . Third, given a set of graphs with class labels, we can apply a Support Vector Machine (SVM) and kernel functions to forecast the class of a graph whose label is unknown (Kashima et al., 2003) . The graph edit distance is converted to similarity using the Gaussian kernel, which is defined as
Most machine learning and data mining algorithms that are designed to analyze d-dimensional vectors can be applied to graphs using this kernel.
APPROXIMATE GRAPH EDIT DISTANCE
This section surveys a framework for computing the approximate graph edit distance between two graphs using the linear sum assignment problem (LSAP). The problem of computing the exact graph edit distance between graphs g 1 = (V 1 , E 1 , Σ, 1 ) and g 2 = (V 2 , E 2 , Σ, 2 ) is formalized as follows (Riesen and Bunke, 2009; Riesen, 2015) : First, the set of vertices V 1 is extended to
where |V 1 | = a, |V 2 | = b, and we assume that |V 1 | ≤ |V 2 |. The graph edit distance computation is eventually performed on graphs
Additionally, a cost matrix for editing g 1 to g 2 is defined as
where • c i j denotes the cost of replacing a label of vertex v i ∈ V 1 with a label of vertex v j ∈ V 2 and
• c εi denotes the cost of inserting a vertex v i into g 1 to edit g 1 to g 2 .
Additionally, we denote the cost of editing an edge
. In this paper, we assume that only vertices in graphs have labels, and so c((
is the cost of inserting or deleting an edge. When g 1 is edited to g 2 , the mapping between the two sets of vertices is denoted by a bijective function ϕ : V + 1 → V 2 . Then, the total cost of editing g 1 to g 2 via ϕ is
Therefore, the exact edit distance between g 1 and g 2 is
where Φ is a set of all possible permutations of integers 1, 2, · · · , b. Equation (4) is a type of quadratic assignment problem that is known to be NPcomplete (Koopmans and Beckmann, 1957) , although it reduces to the LSAP if Eq. (3) does not contain its second term.
Riesen et al. proposed an efficient algorithmic framework that enables us to obtain the approximate graph edit distance by omitting the second term of Eq. (3). The framework first solveŝ
and then obtains the approximate edit distance between g 1 and g 2 by substitutingφ into Eq. (3). Equation (5) implies that each vertex v i in g 1 should, as far as possible, be mapped to a vertex in g 2 that has the same label as v i . Solving Eq. (5) is equivalent to the minimum matching problem of a bipartite graph whose vertices are V + 1 and V 2 , and whose edge weights are c i j in Eq. (2). Therefore, this problem is tractable in O(b 3 ). However, because the structural information of the two graphs is ignored and only vertex labels are taken into account in the optimization problem shown in Eq. (3), we do not always obtain an adequate mapping from V + 1 to V 2 . To overcome this difficulty, the cost matrix in Eq. (2) are redefined to take account of the structural information as the matrix C * with elements Algorithm 1: Approximate Edit Distance.
Data: graphs g 1 and g 2 , and h Result: approximate graph edit distanced
where local(v i ) is the local structure around a vertex v i , and c(local
Recently, various methods within this framework have been developed by representing local structures as stars (Zeng et al., 2009) , walks (Gaüzère et al., 2014) , or limited-size subgraphs (Carletti et al., 2015) . This enables a more accurate mapping between sets of vertices than that of Eq. (5). Carletti et al. (2015) introduced local(v i ), a limited-size subgraph induced by vertices reachable within h steps from vertex v 1 , as shown in Fig. 2 . The subgraph local(v i ) is denoted by g i h , and c * i j is the exact edit distance between g i h and
is tractable for sufficiently small h, although applying the problem to large graphs is intractable, because the problem of computing the graph edit distance is NP-complete. Additionally, because the structural information contained in limitedsize subgraphs is greater than that of walks and stars, the graph edit distance based on limited-size subgraphs provides an accurate approximate graph edit distance.
Algorithm 1 shows the pseudo-code for computing an approximate graph edit distance between graphs g 1 and g 2 . In Lines 1-2, the numbers of vertices in g 1 and g 2 are equalized. For every pair of vertices in V (g 1 ) × V (g 2 ), the exact edit distance between limited-size subgraphs g i h and g j h is measured and set as the (i, j)-th element in the cost matrix C * . LSAP in Line 5 returns the optimum mapping according to the optimal bipartite graph matching. Finally, in Line 7, Algorithm 1 returns the approximate graph edit distance between graphs g 1 and g 2 .
This algorithm has a drawback in terms of computational efficiency, because it computes the exact edit distance multiple times. To overcome this, we propose a novel method for computing the approximate graph edit distance more efficiently by comparing structural information in g i h and g j h with a computation time that is proportional to |V (g i h )| and |V (g j h )|.
APPROXIMATE GRAPH EDIT DISTANCE BASED ON RELABELING GRAPHS
Given a graph g (h) = (V, E, Σ, (h) ), all labels of vertices in g (h) are updated to obtain another graph g (h+1) = (V, E, Σ , (h+1) ). We call this operation "relabeling," and define it as (h+1) (v) = r(v, N(v), (h) ). Representative methods based on relabeling include the Weisfeiler-Lehman Subtree Kernel (WLSK) (Shervashidze et al., 2011) , Neighborhood Hash Kernel (NHK) (Hido and Kashima, 2009) , and Hadamard Code Kernel (HCK) (Kataoka and Inokuchi, 2016) . The vertex labels of WLSK are represented as strings and the relabeling of vertex v is defined as a string concatenation of the labels of N(v).
In NHK, the vertex labels are represented as fixedlength bit strings and relabeling v is defined in terms of logical operations such as XOR on the labels of N(v). The labels of HCK are based on the Hadamard code, which is used in spread spectrum-based communication technologies, and relabeling v is defined as a summation on the labels of N(v). Figure 3 shows an example of the framework based on graph relabeling. Let g (0) be the original graph whose vertices have labels a, b, and c. Each of the labels is relabeled to obtain g (1) . Although the actual calculation depends on the method of relabeling (e.g., NHK, WLSK, or HCK), the relabeling of v is commonly applied using v, N(v), and (0) (v). In the center of Figure 3 . Given a graph g and its vertex v, an unfolded subtree st(v, h) of height h is defined recursively from the root of the tree: • the root of st(v, h) is the vertex v in g,
• each node in st(v, h), except for leaves, has children that are N(u) of the vertex u corresponding to the node, and
• the height of st(v, h) is h. Figure 4 shows an example of an unfolded subtree st(v 1 , 2) derived from the graph shown in Figure 2 . A vertex in the graph may appear in the unfolded subtree (such as v 1 , v 2 , and v 3 ), because multiple paths reach to the vertices from the root; this causes the size of the tree to grow exponentially as h increases.
The Label Aggregate Kernel (LAK) (Kataoka and Inokuchi, 2016 ) is another method based on this framework. Next, we present a concrete definition of the relabeling operation in LAK. In LAK,
If a vertex in a graph has a label σ i from the set Σ = {σ 1 , σ 2 , · · · , σ |Σ| }, the i-th element in the vector is 1 and the other elements are 0. In LAK,
The i-th element in L (v), obtained by iteratively relabeling h times, has a distribution of labels that is reachable within h steps from v. Therefore, 
We show an example of relabeling in LAK in Figure 5 , assuming that |Σ| = 3 and relabeling is applied only once. Consider the graph g (0) , whose vertices have labels (1, 0, 0), (0, 1, 0), and (0, 0, 1). We next relabel the graphs to obtain g (1) . The label of vertex v in g (1) represents the distribution of labels contained in st(v, 1). For instance, the label of v 5 in g (1) is (1) L (v 5 ) = (2, 1, 1), which indicates that there are two vertices labeled (1, 0, 0), one vertex labeled (0, 1, 0), and one vertex labeled (0, 0, 1). This distribution is equivalent to that of the labels contained in st(v 5 , 1).
By relabeling the graphs h times, each
. We concatenate these vectors to obtain an (h + 1) × |Σ|-dimensional vector as
Given two graphs g 1 and g 2 , if g i h is isomorphic to g j h , where v i ∈ V (g 1 ) and
Based on this observation, we propose a novel method for computing the difference between local structures around v i and v j . Given two concatenated
Because Eq. (7) is the square of the Euclidean distance between L (v i ) and L (v j ), the four axioms about this metric hold (non-negativity, identity of indiscernibles, symmetry, and triangle inequality). However, we need to discuss the identity of indis- Figure 6 : Identity of indiscernibles.
Algorithm 2: Proposed Method.
Data: graphs g 1 and g 2 , and H Result: approximate graph edit distanced
cernibles in more detail. As shown in Fig. 6 , the identity of indiscernibles for the Euclidean distance implies that
The above framework for relabeling graphs is based on the 1-dimensional WeisfeilerLehman algorithm, which checks the isomorphism between two graphs. This algorithm is known to be a valid isomorphism test for almost all graphs (see (Cai et al., 1992) for examples of graphs that cannot be distinguished by the algorithm) (Shervashidze et al., 2011) 
always holds. In contrast, its converse holds for almost all graphs.
To control the effect of steps from a central vertex of the local structure, we add to Eq. (6) a coefficient that changes exponentially as h increases:
(9) Algorithm 2 shows the pseudo-code of the proposed method for computing the approximate graph edit distance between graphs g 1 and g 2 . In Lines 1-2, the numbers of vertices in g 1 and g 2 are equalized. This is repeated at most b times. For each pair of vertices in V (g 1 ) ×V (g 2 ), the Euclidean distance between two vectors , respectively. In Line 9, LSAP returns the mappingφ from V (g 1 ) to V (g 2 ) according to the optimal bipartite graph matching. The processes in Lines 5-10 are repeated H + 1 times. Finally, the algorithm returns the minimum approximate graph edit distance amongd h . This algorithm runs in O(H(|Σ|b 2 + |Σ|bd + b 3 )) time, because the computational complexities of Lines 6, 7, 9, and 10 are O(|Σ|), O(|Σ|bd), O(b 3 ), and O(b 2 ), respectively. Because d is bounded by b, the computational complexity of Algorithm 2 becomes O(b 2 H(|Σ| + b). If we compute Eq. (7) in a straightforward manner, we require O(|Σ|H) memory for each vertex of graphs g 1 and g 2 . However, when we compute Lines 6, 7, and 8 in Algorithm 2, we do not require
The notable difference between Algorithms 1 and 2 is that the former requires the exact graph edit distance to be computed, which is known to be an NPcomplete problem. Although the computation is conducted for small graphs, Algorithm 1 runs the computation b 2 times, which entails a significant computational cost. In contrast, the proposed method does not require the exact graph edit distance to be computed, replacing this with computations of the Euclidean distance. The complexity of this operation is independent of the size of the graphs, which enables us to use LSAP multiple times in our proposed method. The final output of the proposed method is selected from d h for 0 ≤ h ≤ H, with our method returning the most accurate graph edit distance.
In the proposed method, we used LAK to characterize the local structure around each vertex. If we use WLSK, HCK, or NHK, the difference between g i h and g j h is represented as only a binary value, rather than in a quantitative form. The binary value represents whether g i h and g j h are isomorphic or not. This is why we use LAK in our proposed method.
EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
The proposed method was implemented in Java. All experiments were conducted on an Intel Xeon E5-2609 2.50 GHz computer with 32 GB memory running Microsoft Windows 7. We used two real-world datasets. The first dataset, MUTAG (Debnath et al., 1991) , contains information on 188 chemical compounds and their class labels. The class labels are binary values that indicate the mutagenicity of chem- Because we assume that only the vertices in the graphs have labels, the chemical graphs are converted using a previous method (Hido and Kashima, 2009) , that is, an edge labeled with that is adjacent to vertices v and u in a chemical graph is replaced with a vertex labeled with that is adjacent to v and u with unlabeled edges, as shown in Figure 7 . The second dataset, ENZYMES, contains information on 600 proteins and their class labels. These are one of six labels denoting the six EC top-level classes (Schomburg et al., 2004) . Table 1 summarizes the datasets.
Computational Efficiency
Figures 8 and 9 show the average computation time required to compute the approximate graph edit distance for each pair of graphs in the MUTAG and EN-ZYMES datasets for various H, respectively. These figures do not contain results of the exact graph edit distance, because we could not compute the exact graph edit distance between most of the graphs with more vertices than 30. The horizontal axes are logarithmic. To plot the computation times of both methods for H = 0, note that the horizontal axes refer to H + 1 rather than H. The result of the proposed method for H = 0 is almost the same as that of the conventional method for H = 0, because they use the same local structures around vertices. As H increases, the computation time of the conventional method aforementioned in Algorithm 1 (Carletti et al., 2015) increases dramatically. We could compute up to H = 2 within a total computation time of 3 hours, with more than 95% of the computation time in the conventional method taken up by computing the exact graph edit distance between local structures. Therefore, the conventional method can only take account of small local structures around vertices to compute the approximate graph edit distance. In contrast, the computation time of the proposed method is proportional to H, as discussed in the final part of Section 4. As the proposed method does not require the exact graph edit distance to be computed, we obtained results for up to H = 200 within a total computation time of 3 hours, which indicates that the proposed method takes account of large local structures around vertices. Although the proposed method computes LSAP multiple times, the computational complexity of LSAP is O(b 3 ), which is sufficiently tractable for the size of the graphs in the experimental datasets.
From these results, we can confirm that the proposed method is much faster than the conventional method for computing approximate graph edit distances.
Accuracy of the Graph Edit Distance
Figures 10 and 11 show the average approximate graph edit distance measured by the proposed method for each pair of graphs in the MUTAG and EN-ZYMES datasets, respectively. The approximate graph edit distance measured by the proposed method is not less than the exact graph edit distance, because the exact graph edit distance is defined as the "minimum length" of the sequence of edit operations needed to transform g 1 into g 2 and the approximate graph edit distance measured by the proposed method is computed by Eq. (3). As H increases, the average approximate graph edit distance decreases in both datasets, because large local structures around the vertices are used to map the vertices in one graph to vertices in another graph. In addition, by tuning γ, we can obtain more accurate edit distances than with γ = 1. In Figure 12 , each point (d c ,d p ) shows the approximate graph edit distancesd c andd p measured by the conventional and proposed methods, respectively, for a pair of graphs in the MUTAG dataset. There are many points above the red line, which suggests that most of the approximate graph edit distances measured by the proposed method are more accurate than those given by the conventional method, becaused c >d p . For the MUTAG dataset, the average approximate graph edit distances of the conventional and proposed methods are 78.5 and 82.4, respectively. Figure 13 for ENZYMES indicates the same tendency as Figure 12 . For the ENZYMES dataset, the average approximate graph edit distances of the conventional and proposed methods are 115.8 and 129.0, respectively. One of the reasons why the proposed method computes accurate approximate graph edit distances is that it very efficiently takes account of large local structures around vertices, which enables the minimum approximate graph edit distance to be selected
In general, there is a trade-off between fast computation and accuracy. However, as shown in the previous subsection and here, the proposed method is much faster and more accurate than the conventional method.
Application of Graph Edit Distance
To validate the applicability of the graph edit distance, we compared the accuracy of the predictions given by the conventional and proposed methods. The graph classification problem is defined as follows. Given a set of n training examples D = {(g i , y i )} (i = 1, 2, · · · , n), where each example is a pair consisting of a labeled graph g i and the class y i ∈ {+1, −1} to which it belongs, the objective is to learn a function f that correctly predicts the classes of the test examples. In this experiment, graphs are classified by an SVM using a graph kernel. The graph kernel used in this experiment is defined as
whered(g 1 , g 2 ) is the approximate graph edit distance between g 1 and g 2 measured by the conventional and proposed methods 1 . To learn from the kernel matrices generated by the above graph kernel, we used the LIBSVM package with 10-fold crossvalidation (Chang and Lin, 2001) . Figures 14 and 15 show the classification accuracy of the conventional and proposed methods, as well as that of WLSK (Shervashidze et al., 2011) , for various H using the MUTAG and ENZYME datasets. The maximum accuracy of the proposed method is greater than that of the conventional method, because the proposed method computes accurate approximate graph edit distances, as shown in the previous section. In addition, the maximum accuracy of the proposed method is comparative with that of WLSK, which is one of the most representative graph kernels.
CONCLUSION
As computing the exact graph edit distance is computationally expensive, and may be intractable for largescale datasets, in this paper, we proposed a method based on graph relabeling that is both faster and more accurate than the conventional approach. We used unfolded subtrees to denote the potential relabeling of local structures around a given vertex. These subtree representations are concatenated as a vector, and the distance between different vectors is used to characterize the distance between the corresponding graphs. This avoids the need for multiple calculations of the exact graph edit distance between local structures. Simulation experiments on two real-world chemical datasets were reported. Compared with the conventional technique, the proposed method gave a more accurate approximation of the graph edit distance and is significantly faster on both datasets. This suggested the proposed method could be applicable in the analysis of larger and more complex graph-like datasets.
